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 Studying Torah with Dan Stern  

 

 

 

 I remember first seeing Dan and Gloria walk slowly into 

Congregation Beth Israel‘s business-like boardroom, walls lined with a 

century‘s photos of presidents reminding us of our responsibilities to Torah 

and Temple.  Gloria walked gingerly with a cane. There was nothing 

deferent or pious about Dan, who wore a tweed jacket, red turtle neck and 

scarf.  It was clear that an eminence had walked into the room, generating a 

low buzz of excitement, anticipation, and anxiety among several of us 

wanna-be rabbis who wondered where we would fit in reshuffled pecking 

order of knowingness.  A scarf rather than a talis (prayer shawl) draped 

around his shoulders, Dan came as a Jewish writer/professor.  He hadn‘t set 

foot in a synagogue in over fifty years.   

―To be honest,‖ he told our senior rabbi Sam Karff, ―I am 

uncomfortable around all these people who are so serious about God.  I feel 

like an imposter or a stranger.‖  

―Remember Harry Golden‘s line?‖ asked Sam. ―Goldberg goes to 

synagogue to talk to God.  I go to synagogue to talk to Goldberg.‖    

―After that,‖ Dan told me, ―It was easy to enjoy the Yiddish jokes, 

food, study and chaos that make up Jewish synagogue life.‖  

In his childhood, Dan‘s family attended an orthodox synagogue on 

Riverton Street in the lower East Side of Manhattan. Men sat downstairs 

with the rabbi, the chazan (cantor) and the Ark containing torah scrolls; 

women sat upstairs behind a veil.    On Erev Yom Kippur-- the evening 

which marks the beginning of the Day of Atonement--Dan was gripped by 

the spiritual and emotional force of the chazan, a skinny, bearded man who 

―sang for all he was worth.‖  The Kol Nidre prayer marks the highlight of 

this evening service; written at a time when Jews were not allowed to 

practice their religion openly, it asks God‘s forgiveness if the congregation 

cannot fulfill all the vows taken on the Day of Atonement.  Chanting this 

beautiful and haunting prayer, the chazan faced the ark, east and Jerusalem.  

His back turned to the congregation and his talis draped over his head, he 

pleaded in tears for the welfare of his congregation. He sang, Dan 

remembers, ―as if all of human existence was riding on his prayers.‖    

According to tradition, God writes and seals each person‘s fate for the 

coming year during the days between Rosh Hashona (the Jewish New Year) 

and Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement).  During these ―Days of Awe,‖  

Dan‘s mother Dora was terrified, gripped by a strange and uncanny 
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sensation of fear.  She died in 1962.  Dan‘s 1963 novel about two Holocaust 

survivors was dedicated to her; the title--Who Shall Live? Who Shall Die?—

was borrowed from the Yom Kippur morning service.  On the day of Yom 

Kippur, Dan‘s grandfather would stay in the synagogue and pray all day 

until sundown.  His skeptical father and uncles, however, took a break, went 

to the movies, and returned for the final prayers.           

 In Torah study, Dan‘s persona seemed to alternate between the 

literature professor calling attention to images and verbs in the Biblical text 

and the stiff-necked Jew, rebelling against a God who crushed individuals, 

destroyed cities and allowed the Holocaust to happen.  Openly 

acknowledging his lack of erudition in Torah and Talmud, Dan came to 

learn, to schmooze, to instruct and to argue.  I first began to understand his 

world-view one Saturday when we were discussing Job.   In Chapter 31, 

having suffered silently through the loss of his family, his property, and his 

health, Job finally cries out and appeals to God‘s justice.  He describes his 

life in terms that virtually summarize the ethics of the Hebrew Bible.  No 

one could doubt that Job met the requirements of a good life according to 

Torah.  So where, Job asks, is divine justice?  Out of the whirlwind God 

responds as the all-powerful creator, whose power simply overwhelms all 

human understanding and notions of justice.  Job surrenders, acknowledging 

that ―I am but ashes and dust.‖  

Dan reacted to this passage with fury: ―I refuse to believe in a God 

who rules by power and not by justice‖ he insisted.  ―What kind of God 

would destroy innocent people, would allow 6 million Jews to die in the 

Holocaust?‖  

 The room grew silent for half a second.  But Dan, I thought to myself, 

I thought the whole point about God is his/her/its absolute Otherness.  God 

is unknowable.   Our whole tradition warns against creating God in our own 

image (and then goes right on doing it).  We are the created, not the creator.   

―Job understands that God is the Author of life and death,‖ I pointed out.  

―He surrenders to that truth.  Who are we to insist that God conform to our 

idea of justice?‖ 

 So began our ongoing dispute, which for Jews is a primary form of 

attachment.  In the months and years that followed, my wife Letha and I 

spent more time with Dan and Gloria.  I took every opportunity to corner 

him and argue about God.  ―If we cultivate what Ricouer calls a ―second 

naivete,‖ I said one night a dinner, ―then the conflict between reason and 

faith disappears.‖   Dan seemed both touched and amused by my mystical 

evangelism.  ―When I am pressed to think about or imagine transcendence,‖ 

he said quietly, ―I pull away, not concerned much with my inner tug-of-war.  
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―Left alone, I am most moved by Camus‘ view that human beings are alone 

in the universe and that we define our own humanity.‖   

A few years ago, Dan gave me a copy of the lecture he delivered at 

Wesleyan University in 1994, honoring Philip C. Hallie.  Entitled ―The 

Fellowship of Men that Die: The Legacy of Albert Camus,‖ this lecture 

passionately embraces Camus and his intellectual forbear Michel de 

Montaigne.  These men, Dan writes, ―share an absolute, terrestrial, physical 

honesty—their refusal to shelter their minds and souls in sentimental, 

religious or metaphysical solutions, comforts, if you will—asking instead: 

what do I know—and can I live only with that?‖  

Dan especially admired Camus‘ riff on Descartes, ―I rebel, therefore 

we are‖--the opening words of The Rebel, forged during Camus‘ years in the 

French Resistance.  I share this view when applied to injustice in society, 

politics, and human affairs.  But as a psychological and religious stance, the 

notion of perpetual rebellion ironically ties one to the image of what is being 

rejected.  ―I don‘t believe in the same God you don‘t believe in,‖ I would say 

to him,  stealing a line from Zalman Schacter or Roger Kamenetz or our 

fellow congregant Harvey Gordon.  He would look at me with a shrug.  I 

tried every which way to convince him that it was possible to believe in God 

as ―Ayn Sof‖—the Infinite Nothingness.  No white beard, no wrath, no 

indifference, literally no-thing.   

Gradually I realized that questions of God and transcendence were not 

of special interest to him, and that they had played only a minor role in his 

fiction. We talked about this at lunch in December, 2005.  I wondered what 

he was thinking now that his body was slowly deserting him with strokes, 

surgeries, intractable back pain and a recent hip fracture.  I picked him up 

outside his Houston apartment at 2525 Buffalo Speedway.  His upper back 

curved downward and head tilted upward, Dan shuffled toward the car in 

tiny steps, first pushing a walker ahead and then leaning on it to launch his 

next steps.  I helped him fasten his seat belt and looked him in the eye.  I 

was relieved to see the old clarity and intensity, his sense of humor intact.   

We talked about our lives, politics, and work. ―I‘m producing the best stuff 

of my life,‖ he said.  Thank God, I thought, that your mind and your fingers 

have not deserted you. 

At Ouisie‘s, we sat at a small, rectangular corner table.  The attendant 

brought me a blanket to wrap around my chilled shoulders and back.  Dan 

spoke so softly that I seated myself inches away to make sure that I heard 

every word.    

―I‘m writing a piece for your festschrift about studying Torah with 

you,‖ I told him.  ―I need to get more background.‖         
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―I‘d rather you didn‘t do that,‖ he responded. ―Why don‘t you write 

an original piece of your own?‖  He wanted to avoid a puff piece. 

―Well, I suppose I could do that if you prefer.  But let me first tell you 

about my idea,‖ I said.  ―I‘d like to continue our argument about Job in print.  

And I get to have the last word.‖   

―Actually, that sounds interesting . . .‖ he said, and after a deliberate 

pause: ―I reserve the right to disagree.‖ 

We began reviewing our differences.  He looked over at my tomato, 

mozzarella, and chicken salad.  ―You haven‘t eaten anything.‖ 

―I‘m feeding off the conversation,‖ I responded.  Dan returned to his 

French onion soup and grilled salmon salad, relishing each bite in spite of a 

right hand that was barely able to do what it was told.  I told him that I 

admired his courage and firmness of purpose.  He talked about how hard it 

was to be seen at public events with his walker or a wheel chair.  ―Why 

don‘t you read my short story, ‗A Man of Sorrows and Acquainted with 

Grief‘?  ―I found my comic voice there.  And it‘s probably my most serious 

engagement with the question of transcendence versus simple humanism.‖ 

―That‘s really a false dichotomy,‖ I argued, missing his point about 

cosmic humor.  ―If God is immanent as well as transcendent, then simple 

human experience partakes of the divine.‖  

―I‘m not a philosopher or theologian,‖ he answered, trying to keep the 

French onion soup from slipping off his spoon.  ―I‘m a writer and an artist.  

To me, Art—the love of and making of Art--trumps all else, Religion, 

Politics, Society.  In my life, Art is the repository of all transendence, where 

the deepest life of the spirit resides.  Writing is the closest I come to prayer.‖ 

Recently, I re-read ―A Man of Sorrows and Acquainted with Grief,‖ 

whose title—a description of the suffering of Christ--is taken from Handel‘s 

Messiah.  The story is about Benjamin Kraft, a New York Jewish musician 

recently transplanted to Texas to conduct a student orchestra at a local high 

school for the performing arts.  It is an exquisite, hilarious window onto 

what Dan calls ―my inner tug-of-war,‖ his ambivalent and complex 

agnosticism.   

Speeding along a Texas highway twenty-five miles over the speed 

limit, Ben Kraft is listening to the ―St. John‘s Passion‖ with the volume 

turned way up when he is pulled over by patrolmen Art Birdwell.  When 

officer Birdwell asks about the music still blaring inside the car, Kraft 

explains that the German words from Bach‘s ―St. John Passion‖  describe 

Christ the Savior  and –ever quick on his feet—throws in Handel‘s words ―A 

Man of Sorrows and Acquainted with Grief‖ for good measure.  Art 

Birdwell proclaims Benjamin the Jew a brother in Christ and brings him 
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down to the police station so he can sing about the salvation of Christ for all 

the boys. 

By the time Birdwell and Kraft reach the police station, a small crowd 

including local reporters is waiting.  Soon the news can be heard on the radio 

and read in the newspapers.  When the high school administrators hear about 

it, they twist Kraft‘ arm to change the program for his concert debut,  

replacing Hydn‘s  ―London Symphony in D Major‖ with Bach‘s ―St. John 

Passion.‖  Here we have Dan‘s inner dialogue between transcendence (the 

―St. John Passion‖) and earthly humanism (the Hydn) almost literally played 

out (there are other layers of meaning at stake as well).   

Toward the end of his life, Dan‘s father was president of his Riverton 

Street synagogue.  Skeptical to the end, his father told him how much 

comfort he derived from a prayer asking for God‘s comfort in old age. 

(Psalm 71) Now in his own old age, ―A Man of Sorrows and Acquainted 

with Grief,‖ Dan‘s courage is true to Camus.  He also draws comfort, I 

believe, from Gloria,  from his incredible array of friends, from ―talking to 

Goldberg‖ and to Sam Karff.  I suspect finally, that Dan follows the 

ambivalent and irreverent path of his character Benjamin Kraft. 

Kraft agonizes over whether to play the Bach or the Hydn, facing 

tremendous religious pressure from the school administration and local 

community.  When he goes to rehearse with the orchestra for the first time, 

Kraft brings both scores with him.   Melanie Rutherford the first cellist (Dan 

is a cellist) and librarian Melanie Rutherford tells him how delighted she is 

to be playing the ―St. John Passion.‖ School administrators are seated in the 

back of the auditorium.  Kraft tells Melanie to hand out the parts for the 

Hydn Symphony.  He asks her to play a few phrases of a cello solo from the 

Bach.  “Why not, Kraft asks himself, let them think they’ve won. . . .    

Melanie ruffled some pages, then her cello sang a sweet opening, a 

descending, dying phrase.‖ 

Then Kraft rises to conduct the Hydn. 

 

He did not know in whose name he raised his hands, but he brought 

them down for the opening chord as firmly as he could.  It rang in the air, it 

rang inside him; a D major chord, nothing more, nothing less. 

 

Simple, sufficient.  Entirely beautiful. 

 

      ---Tom Cole  
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